
New Consultant Training 3 
 

C) ‘Welcome to the Show”- The Skin Care Class Script! 
 1) How to put together a Roll-up Bag. 
  
 2) The Skin Care Class (SCC) 
  A) See script (As a new consultant it is a great idea to watch the skin care portion of  
                             the meeting a couple times or go to a skin care class with Amber or your recruiter  
                             and watch her.   
   
  B) How to pack / what to pack (also on skin care class script) 
   
  C) Certain things you must do for a successful skin care class.  Don’t reinvent the 
       wheel. 
   1. Mrs. W. Cab (skin care class script) MUST be played at every skin  
         care class.  This is where people learn about our company and where   
                                        you begin to pick your possible recruits. 
   2. Roll Up-Bag Close.  LOVE the Bag and let them know you LOVE the 
         bag.   
                                        I bring a filled roll up for each guest and I place it under their chair. 
   3. Individual Consultations:  At the end of the class you meet with each     
                  person individually at a DIFFERENT location then where you conducted 
       the class.  This is where you receive feedback, sell products, book  
       classes, and hand out recruiting packets.  If you don’t do this don’t bother 
       with the class.  It will make that much of a difference in your sales. 
   4. Hand out 2 Recruiting Packets.  One to the hostess and one to the  
       “Sparkler” (Someone you liked that enjoyed the product– or someone that   
                                         intimidated you– look for women like you that are successful at what they   
                                         currently do– women that are nice and enjoyed the appointment). 
  
 3) Product Knowledge and Make-up application tips at the unit website and become Color 
      Confident AND Skin Care Confident at Mary Kay Intouch. BUT most of your training on 
      this happens at the weekly meeting and at special workshops! 



How to put together a Roll-up Bag 
 

Roll-up Bags are personalized for the customer.  I tend to put my bags together in the 
following manner. At my classes I use my Create a Bag sheet that lets them customize a 
4 set bag for $199 or a 7 set bag for $320. I have found that below are the most popular 
sets.  

 
Note: You will need to take many of these things out of the boxes in order for them to fit in the pockets.  Take out di-
rections and insert them in the pockets.  You can also cut the instructions off the back off the boxes and put them in 
the pockets also. 
Pocket #1 
TimeWise 3-1 Cleanser 
TimeWise Moisturizer 
TimeWise Day Solution 
TimeWise Night Solution 
(Keep the bag that the miracle set come in- if they just want the Miracle Set you can put it back in the bag, or you can 
use it for gifts, etc.) 
Pocket #2 
Foundation Primer 
Eye Primer 
Oil Free Eye Remover 
Mascara 
Pocket #3 
Microdermabrasion , Facial Peal, Or Charcoal Mask 
Pocket#4 
Satin Hands Set 
(You can roll up the bag that the set comes in if you want) 
Satin Lips Mask 
Satin Lips Balm 
 
You should have one rollup bag for each person at your class, a demo bag and your personal bag. 
 
You might want to add a few additional things to your demo bag.  I put these things in Pocket #3 because there is 
enough leftover space for them. 
Indulge Soothing Eye Mask 
Concealer (Beige, Ivory, Yellow, Bronze) 
Spatulas to scoop out products to demo 
Oil Mattifier to demo if someone has really oily skin 
Acne Treatment Gel if needed. 
Visibly Fit body lotion/Body Toning Lotion 
Bottom Line:  If you personally use everything in this bag AND have them assembled for each person at 
your classes, you will sell them!! 





Color Carriers and product 
organizational tools can be 

purchased at MK           
Connections at your 

marykayintouch.com site.  It 
is important that you do not 
invest a ton of money here.  

My top pick is the color 
carrier and I am okay with 
you getting that after your 

business debut.  

Set up your trays in the following manner: These tray 
inserts can be printed at www.ambernichols.com or you 
can make your own at your Marykayintouch.com site.  

SKIN CARE CLASS SCRIPT by: Amber Nichols 
UPDATED November 2012 

What to bring to a Skin Care Class: 
Face Cases (mirrors and tray inserts); for everyone that is supposed to be there, plus one or two extra.  
Facial Cloths: for everyone to use at the class.  
Applicators: eye applicator, mascara wand, 2 cotton rounds, AND 2 cotton balls. I place everything in a mini plastic bag.  

This way everything is already there when you open it up and you don’t have to scramble around putting everything to-
gether at the appointment. 

Your Demo Roll-Up-Bag: A FILLED Travel Roll Up for you to work out of.  I put a pink sticker and my product Re-order la-
bels on each of my demos so I can identify them from my inventory and I know they are mine at meeting. 

Foundation Demos: You want sponge tip wedges to test liquid foundation and you want cupcake holders if you will be 
demo-ing mineral so it doesn’t get all over your tray or their table. 

 Color Cards for the color Portion of the class:  
A FILLED Travel Roll Up for everyone at the class:  If you want to sell them, you need to have them ready to sell.  These 

also carry most of your inventory for you, so if they don’t want the whole roll up bag, they can just take the sets that they 
do want. I fill 5 bags with Norm – Dry formula and 4 with Oily-Combination formula.  Put a pink bow on the NOR-DRY 
and a Purple Bow on Comb –Oily so I know what is in each bag.   

A roll of tickets: to play MRS W CAB.(The purse game) 
A prize or two to give away: to winners of MRS W CAB.  You can give away a $10 gift certificate that they can use at their 

follow up facial aka Next appointment or a small gift.   
Customer Profiles, Sales Tickets, Business card, Pens and Beauty Books for everyone. 

***Do NOT BRING all of your color samples.  Everyone will want to play with them and you will be there forever!!!!  Use color 
as an incentive for them to book their Follow Up appointment.  

Inventory:  Most of your skin care will be in your Roll Up-Bags, All of your color can go in the MK  color carrier. You can get 
that after you have made some $ at your debut ;) When I first started I used a tackle box.   

RECRUITING PACKETS!!!  You need to go to every SCC to not only sell product, but also to book new appointments and to  
look for your new team members!!  A recruiting packet contains: the Linda Toupin Choices CD 
(www.topdirectortapes.com ) – Business Literature (Buy when ordering Section 2: Team Building Brochure), your             
business card.   

 

Always arrive at your SCC early to set up.  If you have scheduled a color consultation with your hostess ahead of time, arrive 
about 45 minutes early to take care of that.  If not, arrive about 20-30 minutes ahead of time.  Find an appropriate place to do 
your individual close.  This needs to be away from the crowd, but not so far away that they feel threatened.  Set your inventory, 
date book, sales tickets, calculator, beauty book, look book and recruiting packets down there when you first arrive. 
Don’t go to the door with more than 1 or 2 bags– don’t look like the Bag Lady when she meets you at the door.  You can always 
go back out after if you need to grab something else.  

 



Put a booking incentive gift in the middle of the table.  I discuss with my hostess prior to the class what she would work 
for as far as helping me book 2-3 classes from her class - Brush set, spa set, or Company hostess gift.  Announce that if 2 
or 3 (up to you)  people book a class with you tonight, the hostess will get this awesome gift.  People always want to help, 
so they’ll book so the hostess can have the gift.  Plus this is a great PHYSICAL REMINDER to you to book classes from 
this class! 
 

As you are setting up your trays, make conversation with your hostess.  Ask for a little bit of information about each 
person in addition to what you already know about them from pre-profiling  Also, ask your hostess, “Tell me, who is com-
ing tonight that would be good at doing what I do?”  This is the First part of the Four Point Recruiting  Plan.  
 
As guests arrive, introduce yourself and give them the rest of their customer profile to fill out while you match their        
foundation.  Go ahead and write the shade of their foundation on their profile card and put it in their tray.   
 
I teach my hostess and then have her do Satin Hands while I am matching foundations and filling the rest of the trays.  
This gets everyone interested since everyone LOVES Satin Hands.   
 
When everyone is done ask, “How do your hands feel?” and begin the class.  
 
Get everyone rounded up and remind them they will need their purses at the table because you will be playing a game 
with them.  
 
INTRODUCTION:   Tell them what you will be doing tonight (some personality styles need to know the agenda). I want to 
thank each of you for being here tonight is such a pleasure for me whenever I get to introduce or re-introduce Mary Kay 
Cosmetics to a group of ladies.  Tonight we are going to do several things.  FIRST 1) We will do introductions.  I will tell 
you a little bit about me and why I sell Mary Kay and I will have each one of you introduce yourselves.  2) We will play a 
game to get you more familiar with what Mary Kay the company is all about and you will have a chance to win a prize.      
3) You will get to try the #1 selling brand of skin care and color cosmetics combined. We have been that way for the past 
14 years.  4) we are going to do a little bit of color, enough to get you out the door.  I will be doing custom color look with 
you when we get together for your Follow-Up appointment.  5)  At the end of our class I will sit down with each of you indi-
vidually over there so I can get some feedback from you about the products that you try, and if there is anything you want 
to take home tonight I have every thing here with me so we can talk about that then and you can take it home tonight!  
 
I want to be your personal Beauty Consultant. You can think of me as your personal shopper for your skin care and color 
needs.   I love  to develop a relationship with my customers.  When you  go to a makeup counter, you rarely see the same 
person twice and that person knows nothing about your skin history, but I will know everything you have used, what has 
and has not worked for you and I will keep you informed of the latest looks and trends.  I provide excellent customer sevice 
and because I have my product stocked you get it right away when your re-order.  Whenever you need something you can 
order on my website, call me, email me, or text me.  My site is super easy and the fastest way to get your goodies from 
me.  Also you are always going to get to try the products before you buy them.  Tonight is for you to have fun and get to 
know me.  Relax and have fun.  If you do want to shop at the end of the evening I accept Visa, MC, Discover, Check, Cash 
or the Husbands Unawareness plan- a little bit on each.   
 
A) This is the point where you want to tell your “I-story.”  This is why you decided to join Mary Kay and how it has 
changed your life and what your goals are.  If it hasn’t changed your life yet talk about how it has changed mine or how it 
WILL change yours.  
 
B) Have them introduce themselves.  “Tell me you name, a little bit about yourself (don’t let them skip this one), and 
how you know “hostess”, or what you would like to learn about skin care.”   
 



C) MRS. W. CAB PURSE GAME “You will need to have your purse in order to play the game”  DON’T SKIP THIS.  
IT IS VERY IMPORTANT FOR BREAKING THE ICE AND GETTING THEM FAMILIAR WITH THE COMPANY. 
The whole point of this game is to get information about the company out there and look for new team members.  Look for 
the competitive people, the people that seem really interested and the people that ask a lot of questions at the end.  
 

M:  M stands for Money. As a consultant you earn a 50% discount on your product.  That means when I have a $500 
skin care class, I just made $250 for two hours of my time.  Some women come into this business to just get their product 
for ½ off and they never do anything else with it.  Some women come in to service their family and friends to make a little 
extra cash.  Some women come in to be a part time consultant and do a class or two a month.  Other women are consid-
ered full time consultants and they do  2 classes a week and build their team to win their car or become a director.  Full 
time in Mary Kay is 10-15 hours a week.  You can also make corporate type pay by becoming a director and working your 
business 25-40 hours a week.  Nationals are the women at the top– they make the ‘Big Girl Pay’ $150,000– 1 Mil a 
YEAR! 
 

R:  R stands for recognition.  There is a ton of recognition for the consultants in Mary Kay.  When I first came into the 
company I wasn’t all that excited about all the recognition.  But when you start winning the rings and prizes you start to 
like it.  I have won… or I am trying to win (example: a ring for doing 30 faces in 30 days, my car, a trip to ________). 
 

S:  Stands for Self-confidence or self-esteem.  Mary Kay is all about increasing the consultants self esteem and the 
self-esteem of our customers.  I am passionate about helping women feel good about themselves.  Mk has helped me 
improve my self confidence by ___________________________________________. 
 

W:  Stands for Watch What I Do.  I realize most of you wouldn’t consider doing what I do with Mary Kay but  Mary Kay 
used to say that there is always 1 or 2 people at each appointment that would be good.  I always pick two people from 
each class to hear a little more about the opportunity.  I will be sending two people away with more info about the        
company and I will be taking those people out for coffee to get your feedback on the info. If you are slightest bit interested 
let me know—you’ll get someone else off the hook.    
 

C: Stands for Cars.  Mary Kay actually allows consultants and directors to earn several cars.  We are all about choices!
You can earn a car as a brand new consultant.  The first car that you can win is the _________________ . As a sale di-
rector you can earn the _________________________, and of course the  famous Pink Cadi the current choice of the 
________________________.  It isn’t as hard as people think to earn your first car in Mary Kay.  If you earn your car and 
you don’t want to actually drive the car you can take the cash option. _______________ are  $375 a month.   The 
__________________ are $500 a month, and if you don't want to drive your gorgeous Pink Cadi you can take $900 a 
month for a 2 year period.  If you take the car Mary Kay pays for tax and title, and up to 85% of your insurance.  
 

A:  Stands for Advantages.  I have already mentioned a ton of advantages to being a consultant, 50% off product, extra 
money, recognition, cars… but there is also the advantage of being your own boss.  You work your business when YOU 
want to work it, you make the amount of money YOU need to make. You also get a ton of tax advantages.  Some busi-
ness deductions would be your cell phone bill, internet access, mileage, and office supplies.   
 

B: B stands for Belief.  I think this is the neatest thing about Mary Kay.  She began this business solely to enrich wom-
en’s lives after she retired early from a successful direct selling career.  She was going to write a book about the perfect 
business for women her 19 year old son Richard convinced her to start Mary Cosmetics in 1963.  She built it on the prin-
ciple that you to do unto others what you would want done onto you.  She also wanted women to be able to put God first, 
Family second, and career third.  
 

I am going to give you a chance to earn some tickets real quick.  If you ask me a question about the product you 
get one ticket, if you ask me a question about the business or opportunity you get 2 tickets.  WHAT QUESTIONS 
DO YOU ALL HAVE (Invite the questions by asking WHAT questions NOT does anybody have any questions?)    
Answer questions and keep asking “what other questions”.  I keep the tickets going so they can ask questions during the 
skin care portion of the class. 



Let’s Start the Pampering! 
Oil Free Eye Makeup Remover: Have everyone who has eye makeup on take it off with a cotton ROUND (rounds work 
better than cotton balls for eye makeup).  For those who do not, put a little eyeliner on their hand so they can see how eas-
ily it comes off.  “This is gentle on eyes,  safe for contact wearers and it even takes off waterproof mascara.  When you 
don’t take your makeup off every night, bacteria can build up and cause infections.  Also, it is very damaging to your eye-
lashes.  They will start to fall out!  And who wants to lose any of their eyelashes?” 
 
5 basic steps to skin care:  
Ask, “Who knows the 5 steps to taking care of your skin that you need to do morning and night?” Cleanse, Tone or Fresh-
en, Exfoliate, Moisturize and Protect.   
“What if I could show you how to take care of all these steps in less time than it takes you to brush you teeth?  We are go-
ing to try our amazing  
Timewise Skin Care System.  We also have the Botanical Line, the Velocity teen line, the MK Men’s line, and the 
new Mega Anti-aging TimeWise Repair!!!! 
 
The first step is our Timewise 3-1 Cleanser NRM to DRY (the oily/combo formula requires a lather and it is not so easy to 
have enough water at the table to create a lather without causing a mega mess LOL!) .  This takes care of 3 of the 5 steps 
—Cleans, tone and exfoliate.  This cleanser has little beads in it that will tone and exfoliate your face.  There are also vita-
man C and E in this product that you are putting on your face every single morning and night. Go ahead now and wipe it 
off with the wet facial cloth.  See how well it takes off all of your makeup and leaves your skin soft and not tight and dry?” 
Our Cleanser and Moisturizer are available in two different formulas. Normal – Dry and Oily-Combination.  The Olily com-
bo will leave your skin feeling squeaky clean and more water is needed to create a lather where this one is more of a 
creamy cleansed feeling.  
 
“The next product is our Day Solution.  This is an amazing anti-aging product.  It not only has SPF 25 in it that will protect 
your skin, but also has botanicals in it that your skin needs.  For those of you concerned with uneven skin tone, this prod-
uct, along with the next product we will try, will do amazing things for your skin tone.” 
 
“The Night Solution is next.  If you can see, it has little pink, pearl, and lavender  beads inside that burst when you squirt 
it out.  These beads are capsules of vitamin A,C and E.  I don’t know how many of you have been to a dermatologist for a 
scar, but they will tell you to take a vitamin E capsule and break it open and put it directly on the scar to make it fade.  Im-
agine what that will do to your face when you use this every night.  This product also will firm your skin and fight that aging 
process.  As you sleep, your skin naturally builds collagen, but this product really expedites that process and you will no-
tice when you wake up in the morning that your faces is much firmer than usual.  We aren’t going to put this on our face 
tonight, but we’ll put it on the back of our hands so you can see how smooth it is.” Our TimeWise Repair has Retinol in it 
which is the purest form of Vitamin A! 
 
“Ok, ladies,.  We’re going to try our Timewise Moisturizer next.  This is also available in the 2 formulas NRM/Dry or OILY/
Combo.  This moisturizer will moisturize your face for up to 10 hours!  It also evens out your skin tone and is oil-free, so 
you can use it whether you have dry or oily skin.  This completes our Miracle Set.  In a 12 week clinical study 83% had a 
reduction in fine lines and wrinkles, 25% had improvement in skin elasticity, 100% had softer, more supple skin and 46% 
had an improvement in more even skin tone.   Isn’t that amazing?  I love for all of my customers to be using this complete 
Miracle Set.  You know, we wash our makeup off every single night, but we are left with our skin for a lifetime.  This prod-
uct will allow you to see dramatic differences in your skin.” 
 
This is our mid level anti aging line.  If you want Mega Anti-Aging you want the TimeWise Repair 
 
“Our next Product is our _______________Eye Cream.  This cream firms, brightens, provides intense moisturization, plus 
minimizes fine lines and wrinkles.  In clinical tests 96% of participants saw and improvement in the overall appearance of 
the skin around their eyes.  We have several eye cream options for you.    



Satin Lip Mask: MASK Do you know how great we just made your hands feel?  Well, we’re going to make your lips 
feel the same way.  Go ahead and rub the mask onto your lips and we’ll let that sit for about 1 minute.  Do you know 
how many of us get little lines in our lips?  Then when we put lipstick on it just accentuates those lines?  Well, this is 
going to plump out those lines and make them smooth and soft.” We will actually  exfoliate all the dead skin off your 
lips– you can do this lip mask twice a week– no more (you could exfoliate your lips off).  
After a minute take your finger and go in circular rubbing motions on your lips, rub rub rub.  After you have exfoliated 
most of it off you can take your damp facial cloth and wipe the excess beads and grit off. 
 
“To complete the Satin Lips, we’ll put on our LIP BALM next.  This balm will hydrate your lips for 6 hours– it is PURE 
hydration– no alcohol in it.  I put it on at night and I can still feel it in the morning.  How do your lips feel?” 
 
Concealer: This is the best concealer I have ever used.  I am going to warn you a tiny tiny bit goes a long long way so 
apply to any red marks, scars, blemishes, or dark circles but use only a tiny bit and add more if you need it. Get some 
on your finger and then tap some off in your tray before you apply it.  
 
Foundations: Our TW liquid foundations just melt right into your skin.  They are fade and transfer resistant so they 
will stay on all day and they are oil free and anti-aging.  They are packed with vitamins and botanicals to help improve 
your skin over time.  They are very natural looking, but provide good coverage.  They blend in so well, that if you feel 
like you need more coverage, you can put on another layer without it looking like a mask.” 
We also have Mineral Powder Foundation that gives great coverage and is great for your skin.  We also offer cream-
to-powder foundation, pressed mineral powder, loose powder to dust over liquid as well as tinted moisturizer.    
 
(Now let them do a Color Card.  Don’t spend a lot of time showing them how to do this.  There are instructions 
on the card just walk them them through it quickly.)  You can even do a face race.  Tickets to the win-
ner...Mention you can pick out a custom look for them at their Follow Up appointment! 
 

COMPLIMENT TIME: Go around the table and have guests give each other compliments. This increases your sales 
because they will sell each other on the products that look best! 

 
ROLL UP BAG CLOSE:  HOLD IT UP and show them how it works.  ROMANCE IT! 

“When you purchase Mary Kay products you can purchase individual products.  All of the products that you tried to-
night come in sets that can be put in our Roll-Up Bag.  Now, I want everyone to reach under their chair—I’ve left 
something special for everyone. Go ahead and open up YOUR bag. This bag contains some of our sets that we offer.  
This will keep you young and beautiful head-to-toe.” (Go through all the pockets and say something quickly about  
each product.)   
“Now I don’t know how many of you have ever had a regular skin care program with the same brand of skin care.  I 
know that prior to MK I mixed and matched everything.  I found something that kept me from having problems, but I 
never found anything that actually made my skin look better!  These products are designed to work together and you 
WILL see results.  If you add together everything in this bag, it should retail for over $400.  This bag is amazing? 
(Show them all the features).  I am running a special where you can customize a 4 set or a 7 set roll up bag.  The 7 set 
bag is the best deal with over  $100 of free product.  The 4 set bag is $210 and the 7 set bag is $310. That is less than 
a $1 a day for head-to-toe beauty!  You can walk out of here with YOUR bag tonight and start using everything!!!” Most 
of the products will last you a long time.  The products that will need replaced soonest will be your cleanser, mascara, 
lip balm, eye makeup remover.    
 
“Hostess is getting up to $100 in free product tonight just for hosting the session”.  I am working on (my 30 faces in 30 
days, winning my car, etc) so I am trying to book as many pampering sessions as I can this month.  If I get ## (your 
choice) people to book a pampering session just like we did here tonight “Hostess” will get this extra gift (give her 
choices before the class starts and make it whatever she picked) 
Pick your TOP SETS: You can have them write (if money were no object and you could go home with whatever 
sets you wanted tonight rank your top 4-7 sets down in order that you would love to take home) they can do 
this on the back of their profile card or circle with a dry erase marker on the set sheet. 



(Now take them away for their individual consultation.  If there was a heckler throughout the 
class, call her away first or ask who has to get home right away.)   

 
DO NOT SKIP THIS PORTION OF THE CLASS.  IF YOU SKIP THIS YOU ARE MISSING OUT ON VALUABLE 

FEEDBACK FROM PROSPECTIVE CLIENTS AND SEVERAL HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS OF SALES.   
 
 

 INDIVIDUAL CLOSE 

 
There are 5 questions that you must ask every single person at their individual close. 
 
1)Did you have a good time tonight?  (Ask this as you are nodding your head up and down). 
 
2) How does your skin feel? (Rub the side of your face with the back of your hand). 
 
3) I see that you picked sets ___________ or circled the Travel Roll Up as what you would like to take home with 
you tonight.  Do you feel comfortable with that?  If no--What do you feel comfortable with? Write up her sales ticket 
first with everything she is comfortable with and exchange her money.  If she didn’t get everything she wanted you 
can have her book a class to help her get everything she wants. 
 
4) What would you like to learn more about at your Advanced Color Appointment? (Assume you are already getting 
together!)  OR would like to receive some products for FREE by having a few girlfriends over and hosting a session 
of your own???? 
 
5) You know how I said that I always choose 1 or 2 people at the class to hear about the MK career opportunity?  
Well, tonight I chose you! Give her a sincere compliment—you are such a people magnet, you are so enthusiastic, 
etc. Then give her a recruiting packet. 
Suzie– I know Mary Kay may not have been something you would consider for yourself but I need to get the opinion 
of 10 really sharp ladies this month. If I do I can go on-target for my car! This audio CD is about selling Mary Kay.  
Again, it may not be for you but I would love it if you would help me out by listening to it and then meeting with me so 
I can get your opinion.  I will give you a little gift for helping me.  What works best for you this week,  __________ or 
_______________.   BOOK WITHIN 48 HOURS IF POSSIBLE. 
 

WORK YOUR CLASSES FULL CIRCLE 
Sell Sets (Preferably Rollups) 

Book 2 appointments from each class 
Set up 2 people to interview (on the conference call or in person) 

 


